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Description 

One of the biggest hurdles for architects, engineers, and construction professionals interested in 
capitalizing on the power of Dynamo visual programming language extension is learning to think 
like a programmer. In this class, we'll cover several basic programming concepts which, on the 
surface, may not seem to relate directly to Building Information Modeling (BIM)—but then we'll 
apply these techniques to Dynamo examples for Revit software workflows, such as placing 
various types of Revit software families, reading and changing parameters, and creating new 
project views and sheets. By the time we’ll be finished, you'll have a strong foundation for 
working more efficiently, accurately, and powerfully in your day-to-day Revit project work. 
 

Your AU Expert 

Ian Siegel has a fascination with technology and a passion for improving the process of 
architectural design. As a BIM practice specialist for Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates in New 
York City, he works closely with teams of designers to develop custom tools and workflows that 
allow them to design freely, document efficiently, and coordinate effectively. Ian began exploring 
Dynamo as a way to automate aspects of his design and documentation work in Revit, and now 
he enjoys sharing time-saving techniques with others in the industry who are looking to do the 
same. You can view his courses on Lynda.com at http://bit.ly/Lynda-IanSiegel. 
 

  

Learning Objectives 

 Understand how Dynamo interacts with Revit project data and geometry 

 Discover the common Dynamo data types, and when each type tends to be used 

 Break down Revit project tasks into steps based on programming techniques 

 Learn how to navigate the Dynamo Node Library to find and place the appropriate 
nodes to accomplish each step of the task 

http://bit.ly/Lynda-IanSiegel
http://bit.ly/Lynda-IanSiegel


Getting Started in Dynamo for Revit 

You’ll find the Dynamo for Revit plugin under the Manage tab in Revit 2017 or the Add-Ins tab 
in Revit 2016 and earlier versions. 

 

         
 
Helpful resources for new Dynamo users on the Start Page: 
 

 
 

 Ask 

 Reference 

 Samples 
 
Click New to open a brand new workspace. 



The Node Library 
 
The menu on the left of the screen is the Node Library. Clicking on a Library expands it to 
display its nodes, (sometimes several Categories) clicking on a node drops that node onto the 
center of the canvas. 
 

 
 
When you’re just starting in Dynamo, you'll want to explore these libraries in particular: 
 

Core / Input 
Contains nodes for number and integer sliders, creating new strings, true/false 
Boolean values. 

Core / File 
If you want to bring data into Dynamo from an Excel spreadsheet, text file, or image, the 
Core / File section of the Library contains nodes for reading files on your computer or 
company server. 

Core / List 
Contains nodes for working with Lists. These nodes tend to extract specific items from 
lists, change the way lists of data are structured and organized, add and remove items to 
lists. 



Revit / Selection 
The Revit library contains nodes specific to working in Dynamo for Revit. The Selection 
category is where you’ll find nodes that reference elements that already exist in your 
Revit project. 

Revit / Elements 
The Elements category contains nodes that act on Revit Model Elements, and are 
divided into a list of descriptive Sub-Categories. For the nodes that act on generally all 
Model elements, look at the Element Sub-Category (Revit / Elements / Element).  

Revit / Views 
Nodes for creating new views and sheets in Revit are found in the Views Category. 

Geometry 
Contains nodes for working with geometry. 

 
 

Data Types 

A lot of the time, Dynamo nodes are looking for a specific type of data to act on. For example, a 
node designed to add two numbers together won’t know what to do if you feed it two letters of 
the alphabet. 
 
Here are a few of the most commonly used data types:  
 

Number 
Probably the most commonly used data type in Dynamo, numbers are used for a wide 
variety of tasks: they are used for simple and complex mathematical calculations; in 
geometry, numbers are used to set and report quantities, coordinates in space, 
distances, areas, and volumes; when managing lists of data, numbers are used to 
organize, structure, and identify information. 
 
Sometimes you’ll see references to numbers as “doubles” and “integers.” Double is a 
programming term for numbers that are allowed to have numbers after the decimal place 
(i.e. 6.25 or 8.2) – it gets its name because a double is a set of two numbers, one 
number in front of the decimal point and another number after. Integers, on the other 
hand, are whole numbers; fractions and decimals are not allowed in an integer value. 

 
The following three Dynamo nodes can be used to specifying a Number. All three can be 
found under the Core / Input section of the Node Library. 
 

         



String 
Known by most of us as “text”, String is the programming term for a sequence (or, 
“string”) of characters that form a word, phrase, code, or sentence. This text often is 
used to populate Revit data (parameter data, view and sheet names, etc.), and 
sometimes to look up items from a list (such as a Revit Family Type from a list of all the 
Types available in the project). 
 
Define a String using the String node (Core / Input): 
 

 
 

If you would like to import text from a .txt file on your computer or company server, 
you can use this sequence of nodes to have Dynamo read the file and report it as a 
String (all found in Core / File): 

 

 
 

Boolean 
The Boolean data type has only two possible values: true and false. You can set a 
Boolean input using the Boolean node (Core / Input): 
 

 
 
Booleans are sometimes used to change the way a node operates, such as an on/off 
switch for a specific feature within the node. 
 
Booleans most commonly seen when you ask yes-or-no questions about your data. For 
example, you might use a function that tests whether or not a Revit window family 
instance’s Area is within a certain range that determines whether a manufacturer can 
fabricate it at a reasonable price. If the answer to the question is “yes,” a Boolean value 
of True will be returned, and if the answer is “no”, it will return False. Many times, these 



true/false values are then used to filter a list of information down to a more specific set of 
data, or may be used to trigger different actions as a response (i.e. if True, highlight the 
window in green, but if False, highlight it in red). 
 

 
 

It is important to note that many nodes will change the data type from what you provided as an 
input. Notice in the example above, the > node's output Data Type is different from the Data 
Type we fed into it: we provided two numbers, and it returned a Boolean. 
 
This is an important concept to grasp when you're setting out to learn Dynamo – gaining an 
understanding of how data is transformed from one type to another is the first step in composing 
workflows that automate the processes you need to perform. 
 

Lists 
There are two primary reasons why we use lists in Dynamo: 
 
Reason #1: Sometimes a node requires a specific data structure. 
 
For example, the Math.Sum node takes a list of numbers (in this case, the numbers 5, 3, and 1) 
as an input, and outputs the sum of all the numbers in the list as a single number (10). 

 

 
 

  



Similarly, the Polygon.ByPoints node takes a list of points and draws a closed Polygon 
connecting the points in the order in which they appear. 

 

 
 

Reason #2: So that Dynamo can run the same function on multiple pieces of data. 
 
After all, this is where we tend to see the time-saving benefits of Dynamo automation in our 
Revit workflows. We usually have a task in mind that we’ll need to perform over and over again, 
but it would be much faster to have the computer run the entire task for us all at once! 
 

Creating Lists 
A great way to assemble a list completely from scratch is by using the List.Create node 
(found in Core / List). Use this node when all of the data you’d like to add to a list is 
already on the canvas. The + and – buttons allow us to provide as many inputs as we’d 
like, and the output is a single list of all the input items, in the order in which we provided 
them. 

 



List Indices 
When data is arranged in a list, each item is shown to the right of a number in a gray 
rectangle, called its Index. In every list you’ll ever work with in Dynamo, the index of the 
first item will always be the number 0, and the index of each item after that will increase 
by 1. While it probably doesn’t feel natural for you to start counting with the number 0, 
this is very common in the world of computer science.  
 
The index is a lot like the address, or the identifier, for each piece of data in a list. Using 
the List.GetItemAtIndex node, you can retrieve a specific piece of data from within a 
list: 
 

 
 
As you can see after we pass this list of data through the List.Sort node (Core / List), 
the numbers in the list are reordered from least to greatest, but each item’s index is not 
reordered with the data. 
 

 
 



Using Lists of Data as Inputs 
When you provide a list of data to a node, the node will run its function on every item in 
the list one at a time, and return another list of the result for each item. 
 

 
 

As you can see in the example above, the output list of the > node contains the same 
number of items as the input list. In fact, all the data on the canvas with the same index 
corresponds: Here Dynamo asks the first item, 5, whether it is greater than 3. It is, so we 
see “true” as the first item in the output list. Then Dynamo moves on to the next item, at 
index 1: 3 is not greater than 3 (it is equal to 3, but not greater), so we see “false” at 
index 1 of the output list. Dynamo follows this process all the way throughout the list until 
there are no more items to test. 
 
To revisit the List.GetItemAtIndex example, you can feed a list into the Index input to 
retrieve multiple items from the input list: 
 

 



Filtering Lists 
To apply a Filter to a list of data, you begin by using a node (or several nodes) to ask 
your data a Yes-or-No question, which should result in a list of Boolean (true/false) data. 
We’ve already seen an example of a Yes/No question we can ask of our list of numbers: 
 

 
 
The list of Boolean values can be used to filter our original list of data (containing the 
numbers 5, 3, and 2) into two separate lists: one list whose values passed the greater-
than-3 test, and another list of values that failed. 
 
The node that performs the Filter function is called List.FilterByBoolMask (Core / List). 
It takes two inputs, the list of data to filter (in this case, our list of numbers) and a Mask, 
which is the list of Boolean data that holds the key to which items passed the test and 
which items failed: 
 

 
 

  



The FilterByBoolMask node finds the indices of “true” items in the Mask input, and pulls 
the items at those indices from the List input. These items are returned as a list as the 
“in” output. In this case, we only see the value 5 in the “in” output, because it lives index 
0 – the same index as the only “true” value in the Boolean Mask list. The values 2 and 3 
appear in the “out” list because they correspond with the “false” values of the Boolean 
Mask. 
 
An important note of caution: As soon as you do something to change the order of your 
data, you're at a new "starting point". Think back to before: we had two lists of two 
different types of information, but they were related: index 0 of each list corresponded, 
index 1 of each list corresponded, and so on. You might hear this referred to as "data 
structure". When it comes to list management, your indices are the most reliable way to 
keep data related. As soon as you sort, reorder, or even change the length of a list by 
adding or removing data, you've broken that relationship. 
 
Imagine you and a colleague both sit down in a meeting with your own copy of the same 
Excel spreadsheet of information, except you've reordered some of the rows and deleted 
a few rows you didn't think were relevant. You're no longer looking at the same 
spreadsheet, and it is going to be more difficult to communicate -- neither one of you can 
refer to Row 20 reliably, because the data that appears in your Row 20 could very 
possibly be different from your colleague's Row 20. 
 
Of course, that's not to say you shouldn't sort or filter – just be mindful when you do it, 
because you should treat it as a sort of data-structure checkpoint. 

Nested Lists 
Now that we’ve explored how Lists tend to be used, it’s time to take our List usage to 
another level: Lists can contain lists. For example, let’s revisit our list of three numbers, 
which we constructed using the List.Create node.  
 

 
 

  



Let’s add one more item to this list, but instead of plugging in just another number, we’ll 
create another list – this one, containing two strings, A and B. When we plug in this new 
list in as an input to our original list, see how the structure of the resulting list changes: 
 

 
 

We still see three numbers as indices 0, 1, and 2, but at index 3 we now see that the List 
of two strings is present. As a result, the string list is considered a sub-list of the parent 
list. Having lists appear as items within other lists often referred to as nested lists. 
 
One of the most common ways nested lists are introduced into the Dynamo workspace 
is to import data from a Microsoft Excel file. The Dynamo node we use to read Excel 
data is Excel.ReadFromFile (found in the Office / Excel section of the Node Library). 
Here is the very simple Excel spreadsheet that we’re about to import into Dynamo: 
 

 
 

This node requires us to specify the location of the Excel file, the name of the workbook, 
and a Boolean value asking whether we’d like to convert all of the data to the String data 
type. If you want to continue using numerical data from Excel to perform calculations – 
basically, use them as numbers instead of text – the answer to “readAsStrings” is False. 
 



Here is the arrangement of nodes you’ll want to use to read from Excel: 
 

 
 
The Excel data comes into Dynamo in a different-looking list than what we’ve seen 
before: this data is structure as nested lists, or a list of sub-lists. The parent list is 5 
items long, with each sub-list containing 2 items. 
 
Dynamo constructed this list structure by looking at the first cell in the Excel sheet (cell 
A1), and made its way from left to right until it found there was no more data. Then 
Dynamo put all the elements it found in row 1, grouped them into a list, and set it as the 
first item in what would become a list of all the other lists of Excel data rows – next it 
added a list containing the data from row 2, and then the data from row 3, and so on until 
there was no more data left in Excel. 
 
It may seem as if the relationship between data in the same Excel column has been 
broken, but you’ll notice that each item with an index of 0 came from the first column of 
Excel, the index 1s came from the next column, and so on. Similarly to our previous 
example, all the data sharing the same index within their respective sub-lists is related. 

 
If it is beneficial to have all of the items that share a column in Excel (items with the 
same index of their sub-lists) grouped together as the sub-lists, List.Transpose will 
change the structure of the nested list so that the columns become rows and rows 
become columns. This behaves identically to the Flip Matrix function in Excel. Notice 
how before, we had 5 lists of 2, but now we have 2 lists of 5. 
 



 
 
There are plenty of nodes related to list management. Refer to HyunWoo Kim’s EnjoyRevit blog 
post on how all these list management nodes work: 
 

http://bit.ly/DynamoListNodes 
 

         
  

http://bit.ly/DynamoListNodes


Working with Revit Data 

A few things to note about working with Dynamo for Revit: 
 

 Dynamo can only communicate with a single Revit file at a time. 

 Whichever Revit file is active at the time you launch Dynamo is the file that Dynamo is 
pointed to. 

 Dynamo can interact with both Revit project (.rvt) and Revit family (.rfa) files.  
 

Selecting Revit Elements 
You might want to begin your Dynamo script by identifying the Revit element(s) you are about to 
interact with.  
 
Nodes that interact with Revit are found in the Revit section of the node library. There are 
several methods of selecting the Revit elements you'd like Dynamo to interact with. The 
simplest is the Select Model Element node (found in Revit / Selection): 
 

 
 

After clicking on this node’s Select button, Dynamo waits for you to click on a single Revit family 
instance. 

 

 
 

 



After selecting a Revit element, the Select Model Node outputs the Type name of the selected 
Revit element: 

 

 
 
Notice in the node preview, we see a number highlighted in green. This is the Revit Element ID 
of the object we just selected, and is an indicator that the type of data in this node is a Revit 
object. 
 
The Select Model Elements node (Revit / Selection) behaves in exactly the same way, but 
allows you to drag a selection window over multiple Revit elements to reference in Dynamo. 
 
For a more methodical way to reference Revit elements with Dynamo, see the four methods 
below: (all nodes are found in Revit / Selection) 
 

 
 

Collecting Revit elements in Dynamo feels a lot like working with a Revit schedule. You usually 
begin with ALL of the elements available, then you filter down to just the ones you want. 
 

Reading Parameter Values 
One of the most important techniques to understand if you're going to use Dynamo for working 
in Revit is reading and writing parameter values. The Element.GetParameterValueByName 



and Element.SetParameterByName nodes will help us read and write Parameter data. Both 
are found in the Revit / Elements / Element section of the node library. It’s also worth exploring 
the other nodes found there, since they apply to many different kinds of Revit elements. 
 

 
 

The node takes two inputs: the Revit elements to have Dynamo look at, and a String identifying 
the name of the parameter to read values from. 
Since we already know how to reference a Revit element with Dynamo, let’s point to all of the 
Room objects in Revit’s sample file. 
 

 
 

  



After selecting all Revit Room elements in the project using the nodes above (Revit / Selection), 
we can connect this list to the Element input in Element.GetParameterValueByName. Using a 
String input node, specify the Revit parameter name you’d like to read. Any parameters that 
appear in the elements’ Properties palette are fair game here: 
 

 
 
Setting the String to “Name” will ask each Room element to report its Name: 
 

 
 
 
  



Simply changing the String value reports another list of information: 
 

 
 
What if whatever task we’re scripting requires both the Room Number and Room Name, as 
we’ve captured above. Using the nodes above in conjunction with some of the list management 
nodes we’ve already covered, we can easily assemble a nested list that reports each Room’s 
Name, Number, and the actual Revit element that the information corresponds to: 

 



 
 



Writing Parameter Values 
Changing Revit parameter values with Dynamo is almost as easy as reading parameter values. 
 
For this example, we’ll start with the Room Name parameter data that we collected in the last 
step: 
 

 
 
Perhaps we use the String.ChangeCase node (Core / String, along with many other nodes for 
working with string data) to convert all of the characters in our room names to uppercase. The 
Boolean input determines whether we’re converting all letters to uppercase (corresponding to a 
True value) or lowercase (false). 
 

 
 

Now that we have updated the data we’d like to apply to our Room Name parameter, let’s feed it 
into the Values input of the Element.SetParameterByName node. 
 



 
 

When the script runs, all Room Names are overwritten with their new, uppercase values: 
 
Before:       After: 
 

    



Geometry 

Working with Geometry in Dynamo means working with a whole new set of Data Types. We've 
already looked at Numbers, Strings, and Booleans – now we're going to add points, curves, 
vectors, planes, surfaces, and solids to the mix. A few of the most common Geometry types: 
 

Points 
Points are used to define a location in space. They are most commonly created by 
defining the X, Y, and Z coordinates of the point’s location with numbers, but are very 
frequently extracted from existing geometry and elements (such as Curves, Surfaces, 
and Revit family instances). Points are also often used to construct 2- and 3-dimensional 
geometry types and to specify the locations to place Revit family instances. 
 
Nodes for creating new points: 
Point.ByCoordinates (Geometry / Point) 
 
Nodes for extracting points from other elements: 
Curve.StartPoint and Curve.EndPoint (Geometry / Curve) 
Curve.PointAtParameter and Curve.PointAtSegmentLength (Geometry / Curve) 
Surface.PointAtParameter and Surface.PointAtSegmentLength (Geometry / 
Surface) 
Element.GetLocation (Revit / Elements / Element) 
AdaptiveComponent.Locations (Revit / Elements / AdaptiveComponent) 

 

Curves 
The Curve geometry data type consists of several different kinds of curves, including 
Lines, Polycurves, Arcs, Polygons, and NURBS Curves. Even though we tend to think of 
Lines and Curves as different things – a Line is straight, while a Curve has bends – 
Dynamo categorizes Lines as a type of Curve. 
 
Nodes for creating Curves can be found in the following locations in the Library: 
Geometry / Curve (most of these nodes apply to all types of Curves) 
Geometry / Arc 
Geometry / Ellipse 
Geometry / EllipseArc 
Geometry / Helix 
Geometry / Line 
Geometry / NurbsCurve 
Geometry / PolyCurve 
Geometry / Polygon 
Geometry / Rectangle 
 

Vectors 
Vectors identify a straight line pointing a set distance in a specific direction. Think of 
vectors as straight lines that point in a specific direction. They serve a few important 
functions, including to specify the direction of an object’s orientation, set the direction to 
move Geometry elements (see the Translate node in Geometry / Geometry), and are 
also used to define the axis around which an element will be rotated. 
 



Nodes for defining a Vector (Geometry / Vector): 
Vector.ByCoordinates, in which you set the amount of change in X, Y, and Z 
Vector.ByTwoPoints, which finds the direction pointing from the Start point to End point 
 

Surfaces 
Nodes for creating Surfaces (Geometry / Surface): 
Surface.ByPatch creates a surface from a closed boundary curve (usually a PolyCurve 
or Polygon) 
Surface.ByPerimeterPoints 
Surface.ByLoft  
Surface.ByRevolve 
 

Solids 
Nodes for creating Solids (Geometry / Solid): 
Solid.ByJoinedSurfaces 
Solid.ByLoft, Solid.BySweep, and Solid.ByRevolve are nearly identical to their 
counterparts that produce open surfaces 

 

Geometry and Revit 
Constructing geometry in Dynamo doesn’t automatically build the geometry in Revit. If you’ve 
modeled Surfaces or Solids that you would like to bring into your Revit project, use the 
ExportToSAT node (found under Geometry / Geometry / ExportToSAT), which will save an 
SAT file of the geometry you input to the location on your computer or server that you specify in 
the filePath input. The output SAT file can then be linked into Revit. 

 
Alternately, geometry can be saved directly into a Revit file by using the 
DirectShape.ByGeometry node (Revit / Elements / DirectShape). 
 

      
 
Note that geometry imported as a DirectShape tends to be triangulated like a mesh object, and 
may produce unexpected graphics when cut in plan and section. Unlike an SAT import, 
however, DirectShape elements can be assigned a Revit category and material property. 

 

     



Placing Revit Elements with Dynamo 
While the SAT and DirectShape import methods can be useful for bringing Dynamo geometry 
into Revit, the functionality of these elements as BIM objects is fairly limited. If you intend to use 
Dynamo to assist or automate Revit modeling tasks, you’ll want to think of your Dynamo 
geometry as a framework for placing Revit model elements, rather than modeling the geometry 
outright (as you might have in AutoCAD 3D, the Revit family editor, or another 3D modeling 
software). 
 
The only Dynamo geometry required to model these four walls and floor was a single 
Rectangle.  
 

                        
 

Floors 
The Floor.ByOutlineTypeAndLevel node (Revit / Elements / Floor) takes a list of 
curves, a Floor Type (Revit / Selection) and Level (Revit / Selection). If you think about 
it, this is the same information you give Revit when you’re modeling a Floor without 
Dynamo, but you draw your curves in the Sketch instead of assembling a list of curves. 
 

 



Of course, the method by which you build the list of Curves is up to you. If your project 
calls for a more complex form than a rectangle as shown above, you might begin with a 
list of points (perhaps using Point.ByCoordinates and List.Create nodes), which then 
can be made into a Polygon (Polygon.ByPoints). The PolyCurve.Curve node (shown 
above) acts similarly to an “explode” command, extracting the list of Curves that make 
up the input Polygon or PolyCurve. 

Walls 
Similarly to Floors, the Wall.ByCurveAndLevels node (Revit / Elements / Wall) 
constructs Revit Wall elements from a list of Curves, a start and end (or, in Revit terms, 
“Base” and “Top”) Levels, and a Wall Type (Revit / Selection). 
 

 
 

Alternately, the Wall.ByCurveAndHeight node can be used to create a Revit Wall 
instance whose Top Level is set to “Unconnected”, and you specify an Unconnected 
Height with a number instead of a Top Level. 
 

  



Most Loadable Families 
With very few exceptions, Families built in the Revit Family Editor and loaded into the 
project can be placed using the FamilyInstance.ByPoint node (Revit / Elements / 
FamilyInstance), simply by specifying a Family Type (Revit / Selection) and a Dynamo 
point at the locations you’d like to place it. 
 
For example, these nodes place a Wind Power Generator family at the project origin: 

         
 
Providing a list of points will place a component at each point. 
 

              
 

                               



 

Adaptive Components 
Adaptive components are unique kinds of Revit families because their form depends on 
where you click to locate multiple placement points, called adaptive points. Using 
Dynamo to place Adaptive Component families in Revit requires a specific data structure 
that depends on how many adaptive points are built into the family you’d like to place, as 
well as the order in which you need to place them. 
 
In the example below, we are working with an Adaptive Component with two Adaptive 
(placement) points, which represents a cable used to suspend the canopy. It is important 
to note how many Adaptive points are required to place the Adaptive Component 
because it informs the structure of the nested list Dynamo needs to place the 
component. 
 
The most commonly used Dynamo node for Adaptive Component placement is called 
AdaptiveComponent.ByPoints (Revit / Elements / AdaptiveComponent). The node 
takes two inputs, a list of points – again, very specifically structured as a nested list – 
and the Adaptive Component’s Family Type. 

 

 
 
The order of the points within the sublists is also important: for each sublist in the 
“points” input, think of Dynamo clicking at each of those exact points in space, in the 
order that you’ve provided, in order to place the Adaptive Component family. 
 
 

  



Before running the Dynamo script (blue points represent the Dynamo points for 
placement): 
 

 
 
 
After running the Dynamo script: 
 

 
 
If, for example, the Adaptive Component we were interested in placing was built with 3 
Adaptive Points instead of 2, we would need to make sure each sub-list in our nested list 
of points contained 3 points instead of 2. 

 

  



Planning your Dynamo Graph 
 

“Nothing is particularly hard if you divide it into small jobs.” - Henry Ford 
 

By now, we've covered enough of the basics you need to know to be a little bit dangerous in 
Dynamo. Now let's take a step back and talk about how you begin to translate the idea you 
have in your head into a working Dynamo script. 
 
The key to solving problems computationally is figuring out how to take the problem, and break 
it down into a series of mini-problems that are easier to accomplish with a few nodes each. 
 
Before you even fire up Dynamo, try to define the problem as clearly as you can, and identify -- 
at a high level -- how the solution might work. At this step, don't worry about the nodes you'll 
use. Think about steps. 
 
Things to keep in mind: 

 Start with what you know. 
o Most of the time, you walk into the problem knowing what you want to end up 

with, and sometimes you know where you want to start, too. 
o Inputs to a Dynamo graph are usually either of two things: what are the Revit 

elements are you would like to work with, and what are the sources we need to 
gather information from. 

o If you don’t know what your inputs need to be, it’s okay to start in the middle. 

 Do a little bit of research to figure out what data you'll probably need 
o Search and explore the node library to find the nodes that accomplish the tasks 

you know. Then read their inputs: you're filling out a form. 

 As you're planning the major steps in your graph, think about data types and data 
structure. Plenty of nodes modify, restructure, and convert data from one type to another 
– it is important to roughly identify which transformations will need to happen to your 
data to get you from your set of inputs to your desired output (but keep in mind these 
‘transformations’ could very likely require multiple nodes to work together) 

 

Recommended Packages to Download 

Clockwork 
archi-lab.net 
LunchBox 
SteamNodes 
Spring Nodes 
Rhythm 
 

Resources for Getting Started 

DynamoBIM.com 

 Dynamo Primer http://www.dynamoprimer.com 

 Dynamo Dictionary http://dictionary.dynamobim.com 

 Dynamo Forum http://forum.dynamobim.com 
 
Sample Files (found on the Start Page when you launch Dynamo) 
 
Dynamo on Lynda.com http://bit.ly/Lynda-IanSiegel 

http://www.dynamobim.com/
http://www.dynamoprimer.com/
http://dictionary.dynamobim.com/
http://forum.dynamobim.com/
http://bit.ly/Lynda-IanSiegel
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